One of our first family vacations was to Pike's Peak in Colorado. I remember little about the trip; I was three or four and more fascinated by the motel's sliding closet doors and the little bars of soap than by the majestic scenery that so astounded my mother.

But I do remember the family joke that came out of that trip. Looking out the motel window at Pike's Peak, which loomed large on the horizon, my mother had said casually, “After supper I think I’ll just walk up there.”

The joke, of course, was that the next day when we took a very long ride in an excursion car up Pike's Peak, Mom realized how distance and perspective had fooled her into thinking the mountain was just a 15-minute stroll away. As Iowa farmers, we were used to a square-mile grid etched onto a soft, rolling landscape; our horizon was not broken by towering geological landmarks.

While preparing this special issue on the western trails, I thought about our family joke and wondered how Iowa farmers who had migrated west in the 19th century had reacted to the land. Had they been stunned, like my mother, by the grandeur of the West? Discouraged overland route? My great-grandfather, Gustav Ferdinand Bein, went to the mountain was just a 15-minute stroll away. As Iowa farmers, we were used to a square-mile grid etched onto a soft, rolling landscape; our horizon was not broken by towering geological landmarks.

While preparing this special issue on the western trails, I thought about our family joke and wondered how Iowa farmers who had migrated west in the 19th century had reacted to the land. Had they been stunned, like my mother, by the grandeur of the West? Discouraged overland route? My great-grandfather, Gustav Ferdinand Bein, went to the California Gold Rush via Panama. We don't know if he then traveled to Iowa by land or sea; but we do know that he didn't bring any gold to Iowa. His pay dirt turned out to be the rich, black soil of Scott County, where he bought land.

This issue focuses on westward expansion; perhaps your ancestors took part in that experience. Migrations appear over and over in our history, and "Migrations in History: People, Cultures, Ideas" is the theme for History Day for Iowa students, and for Iowa Expo '98, the annual History conference and heritage festival held every June at the State Historical Building. For more information on History Day, call 515-281-6860. For Expo, call 515-281-6412.

Meanwhile, we hope you enjoy this special issue. Happy Trails! —The Editor

A modern merchants' carnival

Remember the incredible advertising costumes from Paul Juhl's article on "The Brigade of Beauty in Advertising Costumes"; Merchants' Carnivals in Iowa in the Winter 1996 issue? Using the article, Mary Shanney, an avid reader of our magazine, engineered a merchants' carnival of sorts for the Dillon Furrow Club, a local historical group whose members live in towns located near Dillon's Furrow (Highway 1). Mary's letter below describes the club program, and she mimics the style of 19th-century journalists, whose accounts of the carnivals were featured in Juhl's article. What fun! —The Editor

Bagel epaulets

At a recent meeting of the Dillon Furrow Club we used the merchants' carnival idea for our program. Our attire was noted as truly festive. My friend Rosemary, representing Niles & Watters Bank, formerly of Anamosa, wore an overskirt of white sheer, overlaid with obviously counterfeit hundred dollar bills. Her lapel pin was an ingenious example of Japanese origami with a folded bill trimmed with golden angel hair. A matching bow adorned her hair. Strands of penny chokers highlighted the ensemble.

Representing a fictitious Anamosa grocery store, I wore a black jersey dress adorned with bagel epaulets, medallions of assorted spreads, and pyramids of individual cereal boxes along the lower skirt. A corsage of grapes, earrings of pineapples, and jewelry of celery completed the ensemble.

Roll call is always as interesting as the program. Everyone was to wear some advertising or bring an advertisement from the program. Several had read Paul Juhl's article when it appeared in Iowa Heritage Illustrated, but like me, had not given a thought that merchants' carnivals were held in this area. Another member was now going to look for a picture of one of her relatives. The woman was dressed in a very fancy dress made with Gold Medal Flour sacks. She'd always wondered why she would have such an elaborate dress obviously out of flour sacks, but now she has an idea why.

—Mary Shanney
Anamosa, Iowa

Porch detective

Thank you for your interesting article on front porches [Summer 1997]. Let no Battle Creek porch go unidentified! When I was there in October, I found the porch [on page 57] across from the First Presbyterian Church. The house mentioned in the 1911 postcard was built by Steve Moeller, then the manager of the Green Bay Lumber Co., and we think his family is shown on the card. The Jens Iversens were the next owners, according to lifelong resident Alvin Iversen, 99, their son. It's now a funeral home.

—Gordon Marshall
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Succumbing to a Strange Fever
Westward expansion—an epic story of diverse peoples and indomitable land.

Exit 1B: Touring the New Western Historic Trails Center
Exit the present and enter the past—explore Iowa's newest historic site and the largest voluntary migration in recorded history.
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The Trails Are About People
Trappers and missionaries, American Indians and emigrants, merchants and miners—eighty sculptures bring dimension and color to the dramatic stories of people.

“Water plenty timber scarce grass is poor”
Travel west with five overlanders who kept diaries of their journeys, recording distance, despair, and delight.

In the Wake of the Western Trails
Following the trails into the 20th century.

On the Cover
Kanesville, Iowa (later Council Bluffs) became a departure point for thousands of emigrants in the mid 19th century. In this Kanesville scene, sculptures depict American Indians, merchants, promoters, and emigrants—symbolizing the complex interactions that westward expansion brought about. The sculptures appear in the Western Historic Trails Center in Council Bluffs. Photo by Mike Whye.
Succumbing to a strange fever

“The past winter there has been a strange fever raging here,” Kitturah Penton Belknap wrote in the spring of 1847 in Van Buren County, Iowa. “It seems to be contagious and it is raging terribly, nothing seems to stop it but to tear up and take a six months trip across the plains with ox teams to the Pacific Ocean.”

Kitturah’s family eventually succumbed to the fever, as you’ll read later in this issue. So did Albert Paschal from Louisa County, and James Cowden from Keosauqua. So did 17-year-old Eliza Ann McAuley from Mount Pleasant.

According to historians’ estimates, so did another quarter to a half million people. Iowans were certainly among thousands and thousands of “fever-struck” Americans who migrated west between the 1840s and the 1870s. The migration is an American epic. The image of covered wagons crossing the Great Plains is carved into our national memory as surely as are the wheel ruts that still scar the land.

But there is a tragic simplification in seeing American westward expansion as a stream of wagons winding across open, empty land, as a flood of emigrants marking distance on a vacant landscape. The real story is one of complex interconnections and shifting dynamics involving diverse peoples.

Iowa’s newest historic site—the Western Historic Trails Center—reveals this complex story through intriguing combinations of interactive exhibits, films, and historic images. In this issue of Iowa Heritage Illustrated, we’ll tour the new Trails Center in Council Bluffs. And through excerpts from diaries, we’ll experience the trails ourselves. We’ll pack a wagon with Kitturah Belknap, ford icy streams with Albert Paschal, cross alkali swamps with Eliza Ann McAuley, and encounter a host of other people on the trail.

After all, the story of western expansion is a story of people—people who left home and people who were left behind; people who entered the West and people who already lived in the West; people who protected others and people who profited from others.

And it is a story of people interacting with the land. Land that taunted travelers, starving their animals, busting their wheels. Land that awed them and humbled them. Land that promised gold.

Travelers had their own impact on the land, leaving behind deep ruts, livestock carcasses, shallow graves, carved initials, cast-off belongings. And as the dynamics shifted between diverse peoples, the land itself was redefined. Sacred Land. Great American Desert. Garden of Eden. Reservations. Homesteader’s Paradise. Wild West.

The story of America’s western trails started long before the 1840s—with the Lewis and Clark Trail in 1804–1806. And it did not end when the iron trail, the transcontinental railroad, knit the East and the West together in the 1870s. Eventually, ever more sophisticated trails—graded roads and paved highways—would weave together the mountains and plains and deserts. Automobile tourists clutching maps of scenic landmarks would become America’s 20th-century emigrants.

As with all far-reaching events in history—wars, depressions, epidemics—the westward
expansion comprises countless individuals and experiences. Selecting material for this issue could be likened to the challenge faced by emigrants packing covered wagons: How much will fit? What must be left out? Painful choices!

Reading 19th-century trail diaries is a compelling way to encounter the past. Toward that end, this issue presents portions of five diaries, each rich with experiences on the western trails. Listen to these five travelers, and then multiply their experiences by the quarter or half million emigrants who went west. You will begin to sense the magnitude and meanings of westward expansion for this continent and its people.

—The Editor

The Joseph Henry Byington family was one of thousands of families emigrating west in the mid 19th century. Here, the family rests near Calls Fort, Utah, circa 1870.
Sucumbing to a strange fever...
Traveling west in the 19th century required enormous measures of vision and hard work, spirited debate and coordinated teamwork—and so did the recent undertaking to tell the story of westward expansion at the new Western Historic Trails Center in Council Bluffs. What's the Trails Center all about? Steven Ohrn, sites coordinator for the State Historical Society of Iowa, gives us a guided tour below. In accompanying sidebars, six key planners of the Trails Center reflect on what inspired them and how their ideas and visions took shape in a variety of media.

—The Editor

Exit 1B

Touring the New Western Historic Trails Center

by Steven Ohrn
photos by Mike Whye

Once again, I am heading west on I-80, from Des Moines towards Council Bluffs. I traveled this way many times over the past eight years while working on the Western Historic Trails Center. I attended planning meetings with scores of individuals involved in the project. As the center took shape, I visited the building site and interviewed potential staff. And in early October 1997, I took part in celebrations and ribbon and rope cuttings when, with great fanfare, the Trails Center officially opened to the public.

The Western Historic Trails Center in Council Bluffs introduces the complex story of the largest voluntary migration of people in recorded history. In the history of westward expansion, Council Bluffs—like St. Joseph and Independence, Missouri—was the starting point for countless journeys west. The mission of the Western Historic Trails Center, as defined by Congress in 1989, is to recognize the national significance of these four historic trails, which passed through or near Council Bluffs. The Lewis and Clark Trail was the route taken in 1804–1806 by Meriwether Lewis and William Clark as they explored and mapped the new Louisiana Purchase. Beginning in 1843, the Oregon Trail took thousands of overland emigrants to new homes in the Northwest. After 1846, the Mormon Pioneer Trail took members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to Utah and freedom from religious persecution. The later California Trail generally followed the Oregon and Mormon Trails before branching south to California for the Gold Rush. Designed by the National Park Service, and owned...
In the initial meetings for the Western Historic Trails Center, I challenged the planning group to create a unique and distinctive concept. We did not want the facility to appear as “just another trail center.” The group’s exceptional creativity, cooperative spirit, diverse talents, and unlimited energy accomplished that goal. From the entry experience to the final departure, the public will enjoy a unique interpretation that engages them with the wide diversity of people who were connected to the trails.

A talented group of historians ensured that the exhibits reflected current academic interpretations of the trails. The exceptional synergy between the center’s architect and exhibit designer produced a unified experience of quality and creativity. The use of art and contemporary photography created a dramatic focus on individual experiences on past and present trails. The feature film enhances that approach without duplicating content.

Just as on the western trails, our group encountered obstacles along the way. Yet each time we returned to the center’s vision—to provide a compelling experience with the meaning of the trails.

Tom Richter
Interpretation Planner
National Park Service, Omaha, Nebraska
A compelling experience

"Historic Trails Center
Touring the New Western B
EXIT 1

Photos by Sherman Chin

The center offers a unique perspective on the history of the American West, featuring interactive exhibits and immersive experiences. Visitors can explore the lives of pioneers, the impact of the railroads, and the role of the cowboy in shaping the region.

The museum is located on Main Street in the heart of the historic district. Admission is free, and the center is open daily from 10 AM to 5 PM. Guided tours are available upon request. For more information, please visit the website or call the visitors center.

Incorporating advanced technology, the museum offers a glimpse into the past, allowing visitors to experience the rich heritage of the American West. Whether you are a history buff or simply interested in learning about the region, the Historic Trails Center is a must-visit destination.

By Sherman Chin
and operated by the State Historical Society of Iowa, the Trails Center gives visitors a glimpse into what it was like to travel west, from the heartland to the Pacific Ocean.

Now I, too, am traveling west. But whereas the journey for thousands of emigrants began in Council Bluffs, mine ends in Council Bluffs. Leaving the interstate, I take Exit 1B, a mile east of the Missouri River. Driving through the handsome limestone entry gate into the 480-acre site of the Western Historic Trails Center, I adjust my speed to the single-lane, one-way road. The planners took great pains to ensure that travelers exiting the freeway to visit the site would experience a transition from the fast lane of today to a time when the world moved at a slower pace—consider, for example, that emigrant wagons on the western trails generally crept along at a mere 15 to 20 miles a day.

The landscaping will also reinforce a transition—from the more settled East to the untamed West. Next season, corn, bean, and hay fields will symbolize the established farms many emigrants left behind. Prairie grasses and perennial wildflowers like purple coneflowers and black-eyed Susans will symbolize the undefined space the emigrants entered.

Against this levee is nestled the Lied Historical Building (right), the core of the Trails Center. Earth-sheltered on two sides and flat-roofed, the building has a low profile. Its design and construction are testaments to quality; the solid, hand-split limestone is striking and unusual. Limestone retaining walls abutting the building reinforce the sense that the walls and building are working together with the levee to keep the river under control. Large timber posts flank the entry portico. Above the posts, trellises shade the entry glass from summer heat while allowing

“A building of the land”

The Western Historic Trails Center acknowledges how the surrounding landscape may be used as a design resource. I am from the Midwest, and when traveling across Iowa and Nebraska, I am taken in by the landscape. For the Trails Center, the prairie served as my inspiration.

This inspiration manifests itself in two ways. First, the building respects the horizontal line of the prairie. The structure is low and long, and it blends with the landscape into which it is built. Second, the building reflects nature and native materials. Limestone and wood are the main building materials. The Trails Center is truly a building “of the land.”

John Sinovic
Architect, Bahr Vermeer & Haecker Architects
Omaha, Nebraska
Left: Representing only a sample of the diverse peoples involved in the trails experience, nearly a thousand names are engraved on the stones leading to the Trails Center—mute testimony to the trails' impact on individual lives and on entire Indian nations.

Below, the jagged profile of a polished granite wall matches the elevation from the Mississippi to the Pacific—heights that railroad builders would face in the 1870s.
ample sunlight during winter months.

Approaching the center, I admire a polished granite sculpture stretching 75 feet on my right. Eight feet high at its peak, the sculpture was modeled after an 1851 section drawing showing the challenging elevations railroads would have to traverse between the Mississippi River and the Pacific Ocean. Aptly, the Trails Center uses the jagged profile of the wall as its logo.

On the granite path leading to the building, I step past nearly a thousand names engraved on polished stone slabs. They represent a small sampling of actual persons known to have been involved in the western trails experience. Names of individual travelers are interspersed with the names of Indian nations affected by the influx of thousands of emigrants. More

"Dramatic yet human and personal stories"

My key goals in designing the exhibits were to give visitors clear, complete information about the location of the trails and major destinations, and to tell the trails story in an informative and engaging manner using a variety of media. I also wanted the visitors’ experience in the space to reflect the dramatic yet human and personal stories of our nation’s westward development.

The variety of media I used ranged from interactive maps to sculptural vignettes, from text, photos, audio, and video to a granite silhouette showing elevations along the trails. This variety allows people with different ways of absorbing information to learn what they want.

I planned the exhibits so that visitors with varying amounts of time can access the information they desire—from a description of points of interest, to the details of people’s experiences. I translated a range of historical perspectives so that visitors understand the effect of the trails on the lives of emigrants and American Indian nations, as well as the roles of leaders and the economic story.

Visitors will leave the exhibits with an understanding of the impact of the trails experience on ourselves as a nation.

Vincent Ciulla
Designer, Vincent Ciulla Design
Brooklyn, New York
information on the names is available inside the Trails Center at the information counter.

As I enter the building’s rotunda, an inlaid granite compass rose on the floor catches my attention. It reminds me of the extreme importance for all travelers, past and present, to stay on course.

At the information counter, I inquire about a few names I remember from the path outside. I find out that Spotted Horse was a Skidi Pawnee chief. I look up another name, Arvazona Angeline Cooper. She traveled on the Oregon Trail in 1863, and was a farmer, wife, and mother. I learn that Traveling Bear, a member of the Pawnee nation, acted as a defender and provider for his people, and that Zenas Leonard was a trapper and trader. Alvin Aaron Coffey traveled on the California Trail in 1849; he was an African-American slave owned by a man named Dr. Barrett.

Kathy White, site manager for the Trails Center, sees the engraved stones in the granite path outside the building as “an artform that reminds visitors of the thousands of emigrants who carved their own names or initials on Register Cliff, Chimney Rock, Scotts Bluff, and other landmarks as they traveled west.”

In the center’s theater, I watch a 14-minute film titled “... and there we wandered, sometimes West...” The National Park Service commissioned it from Maryland film maker John Allen (recognized for his film Daniel’s Story in the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C.).

The Trails Center film is a fast-paced distillation of many westward journeys. It blends historic photographs and quotations with contemporary sights and sounds. For instance, portions of a 1996 trip videotaped by a family traveling from the East Coast to the Pacific help today’s travelers connect with those of the 19th century. The film recently received the Silver Award at the Charleston Film Festival.

The purpose of the Trails Center is to give a broad overview of the western trails experience and to encourage visits to the nation’s many historic sites, museums, archives, and libraries for a more complete story of this American saga. The exhibits are designed for visitors with varying amounts of time and levels of interest. For example, in the...
Interactive exhibits, videos, and sculptures, shown on both pages, give form to the perspectives and stories of those involved in the westward migration. Above: Trails Center guide Debra Weilage watches a young visitor light up trail routes.

entrance of the large exhibit hall, an enormous map titled “Trails Today” lies before me. With a push of various buttons I watch the routes and major stop-overs of the four trails light up. The interactive map gives a quick, vivid understanding of the location of the historic trails for visitors with only a few minutes to spare.

Fortunately I have plenty of time today. Beyond the “Trails Today” exhibit, sculptures, historic photographs, text, videos, and more maps draw me into intriguing presentations of geography and history, land and people. For instance, the “Time Sweep” exhibit shows how the borders of the United States have changed as territories were added and Indian nations lost control of their lands.

Behind these sweeping changes, of course, are the stories of countless individuals. The “People and their Experiences” exhibit depicts some of these stories. New York City sculptor Timothy Woodman was commissioned to create ten sculptural scenes for the exhibit. Woodman’s three-dimensional scenes highlight situations, drawn from historical records, that brought diverse people together because of westward expansion. Intrigued, I wander among scenes of fur trappers trading with Indians, of overlanders buying goods from outfitters, of missionaries camping with gold-seekers.

Made from heavy-gauge aluminum, Woodman’s arresting sculptures are painted with muted colors. Below them, historic photographs and text enrich the scenes, and excerpts from letters and diaries individualize the experience. I pick up the earphone under one sculpture and hear an early account by Alfred Jacob Miller, who recalls an 1837 rendezvous of trappers and traders. Through an earphone beneath another scene, I hear a more recent western experience: Margaret Gehrke’s journal recounts her family’s automobile trip through Wyoming in the 1920s.

At the back of the exhibit hall,
To imagine what the people might have been thinking and doing

My first challenge was accepting the size of the sculpture project for the Western Historic Trails Center. It meant setting aside my own work as an artist for over two years. But the possibilities intrigued me—particularly the challenge of creating sculptures that would depict stories and would also physically fit into the predetermined display spaces.

I was given a rough script that specified the individuals and general situations for each of the ten displays. I found help and support from everyone involved in the project. The exhibit designer and other project members provided extensive research. Gail Holmes, a historian of Council Bluffs, supplied many important historical details and suggestions. Through this research I tried to get a feel for the individuals in the scenes and to imagine what the people might have been thinking and doing.

Then I sketched out a design for each scene and made scale models. The final sculptures, about a third life size and made of heavy gauge aluminum, were worked up from the models, allowing for slight changes because of the difference in scale.

Timothy Woodman
Sculptor
New York City, New York
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“The scars of the western trails”

For well over a decade I have been traveling and photographing in the Great Basin area, that thousand-mile stretch of land that lies between the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Nevadas in California.

While driving between distant destinations, I often wondered where the highway I was traveling would finally penetrate the mountain range far ahead. I became curious about the individuals who discovered the first passageways into the Far West. How did they ever find even a remotely efficient route across a continent where the mountain ranges are always perpendicular to the direction of travel?

This simple question eventually led me into a project—now in its tenth year—in which I would follow and photograph the California, Oregon, Mormon, and Lewis and Clark Trails. Many of these photographs are now on display at the Western Historic Trails Center.

The romantic interpretation of landscape, often found in both paintings and photographs, has never interested me, and I do not photograph it so. For centuries, the land in the West was used to scratch out a living on a large or small scale and by whatever scheme people could invent. In such arid climates the evidence of these efforts is slow to heal, and it soon became obvious to me that the scars of the western trails, as well as the overlay of what has replaced them, would be a more potent record and perhaps a truer statement of the meaning and current condition of the trails.

Greg MacGregor
Professor of Photography
California State University, Hayward

rows of colorful postcards beckon me to the “Trips Across” exhibit. The postcards depict historic tourist views along the trails. Stunning black-and-white photographs by Greg MacGregor reveal dramatic vestiges of the trails; for more than a decade MacGregor has traveled the historic routes and photographed the trail landscapes as they appear today (many appeared in the Summer 1997 Iowa Heritage Illustrated).

A United States map sliced into eight segments from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean is augmented with video monitors and photographs that offer comparisons of then and now for travelers headed out on the trail.

Of course, there’s always more to discover about the western trails experience, and a trip to the Trails Center isn’t complete without browsing the museum store for trails-related books, videos, and souvenirs. In the spirit of emigrants buying supplies in Council Bluffs, I consider a few purchases of my own.

As I exit the rotunda, a see-through display of new postcards prompts a new thought: 19th-century travelers who left home were also urged to write home. To continue this tradition, the staff of the Trails Center encourages visitors to send new picture postcards of their own journeys. The rotunda display will be updated as new cards arrive.

Again outside, I follow the walk up to the top of the levee. Once a Council Bluffs city park, the area between the levee and the Missouri River is being returned to a more natural landscape of trees, prairie grasses, and flowers. I stroll west on the new walking trail towards a wayside by the river. Signs point the way, reminding me that in 1804 the Lewis and Clark Corps of Discovery passed by this point and camped in the vicinity, and that in 1846 Mormons established temporary settlements on both sides of the river (their “Winter Quarters” was just north of present-day Omaha).

I reach the wayside and see before me the Missouri. Banked by chunks of stone and concrete and bridged by iron and steel, the current is fast but confined. A century and a half ago, the river intimidated drivers of emigrant wagons ferrying across. Today’s drivers zip effortlessly over the bridge from Council Bluffs to Omaha and into the American West.

I follow the trail around the shore of a large pond. Hiking past a few anglers, I head back to my car. Winding slowly down the road again, I exit the Western Historic Trails Center and rejoin the traffic on the interstate—the latest western trail.

The Western Historic Trails Center is open daily, except on Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s Day, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Free admission. In Council Bluffs, take exit 1B off Interstate 80 and south onto 24th Street. For more information, call 712-366-4900.
Postcards bearing messages from today's travelers begin to fill the display case in the Trails Center rotunda. Visitors are encouraged to send their own postcards to the center—in the spirit and tradition of travelers describing their journeys.

TO FIND OUT MORE
You'll find many fine books written about westward expansion, and many are stocked in the Trails Center museum store. If you'd like to read more, here are some suggestions:


TRAIL PARTNERS

The Western Historic Trails Center began as a local idea. Taking their idea to their congressional delegation, local leaders, primarily the Council Bluffs Area Chamber of Commerce, succeeded in getting legislation passed in 1989 that defined the center's mission as recognizing the national significance of four national historic trails. The center was funded by a partnership including federal, state, and local governments and private donors. The federal share was approximately $8.4 million, which was matched with $4.2 million.


After looking at a number of potential owner-operators, the National Park Service (NPS) selected the State Historical Society of Iowa, which became involved throughout the process of site selection, building and exhibit design, interpretation, and construction. The effort involved a large team of talented, dedicated professionals. The building was designed by a team of NPS planners (led by Amy Schneckenburger and Shelly Wells), architects (primarily George Haeker and John Sinovic of Bahr Vermeer & Haeker of Omaha), landscape architects (Don Carter and Margaret Tighe of Nishita & Carter of San Francisco), and exhibit designers (primarily Vincent Ciulla of Brooklyn, New York). Barry Vance and Michael Paskowsky (NPS, Harpers Ferry Center) guided exhibit and audiovisual planning, construction, and production.

Consulting historians included: Gary Moulton (University of Nebraska at Lincoln); James Riding In (Arizona State University); Glenda Riley (Ball State University); Jan Shipps (Indiana University-Purdue University); Michael Tate (University of Nebraska at Omaha); and Gail Holmes (Omaha, Nebraska).

The State Historical Society owns and manages the center. Just as the center was funded and built by a partnership, the Society will operate the center with several partners, including the City of Council Bluffs and the Council Bluffs Area Chamber of Commerce. The center will also be an official Iowa Welcome Center, operated with the Iowa Tourism Division of the Department of Economic Development. Early estimates suggest that it will attract over 100,000 visitors each year. The museum store will be operated on contract with the Jefferson National Expansion Historical Association, which also operates the museum store at the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial in St. Louis.

Steven Ohm, Sites Coordinator, State Historical Society of Iowa
OUTLINE MAP OF INDIAN LOCALITIES in 1833.

In Vol. 2, see Map of LOCALITIES in 1840, since all the tribes have been removed from the States, W. of the Mississippi.

Buffalo Range...
People following the trails into the West would not find an empty, unpopulated land but one already inhabited by American Indian nations with established traditions and social structures. This map, "Indian Localities in 1833," appeared in an 1844 report for Protestant Episcopal missions in the West.
The trails are about people...
Trappers' Rendezvous

In the scene above, a wagon filled with blankets, pots and pans, coffee, weapons, and liquor sits near two trappers speaking with an Indian woman. An Indian man negotiates his pelts with a fur trader from St. Louis, Missouri. An Indian woman with her child prepares a meal outside her family's tipi.

Fur traders, trappers, and Indians attended annual gatherings at specified locations in the Rocky Mountains to exchange the year's harvest of furs for supplies. Besides trading, the annual rendezvous featured such social activities as horse racing, storytelling, drinking, dancing, card playing, and carousing.

"At certain specified times during the year, The American Fur Company appoint a 'Rendezvous' at particular localities (selecting the most available spots) for the purpose of trading with Indians and Trappers, and here they congregate from all quarters. The first day is devoted to 'High Jinks,' a species of Saturnalia, in which feasting, drinking, and gambling form prominent parts. . . . The following days exhibit the strongest contrast to this. The Fur Company's great tent is raised;—the accumulated furs of the hunting season are brought forth and the company's tent is a besieged and busy place."

Alfred Jacob Miller

These ten scenes, created by sculptor Timothy Woodman, were photographed by Mike Whye at the Western Historic Trails Center. Text is adapted from the Trails Center exhibit "People and Their Experiences."
Indian Council

American Indian leaders from many nations discuss the contents of a treaty proposed at the 1851 Fort Laramie Treaty Council. Between 8,000 and 12,000 Indians, representing the Arapaho, Arikara, Assinaboine, Cheyenne, Crow, Lakota, Gros Ventre, and Mandan Nations, attend the council. Indian women also voice concerns.

The treaty defined boundaries between nations, authorized roads and military posts on Indian lands, and established a system for punishing those who violated anyone's personal rights.

“You have split the country and I don’t like it. What we live upon, we hunt . . . and we hunt from the Platte to the Arkansas, and from here up to the Red Butte and the Sweetwater. The Cheyennes and Arapahoes agree to live together and be one people, and that is very well. But they want to hunt on this side of the river . . . . These lands once belonged to the Kiowas and the Crows, but we whipped these nations out of them, and in this we did what the white men do when they want the lands of the Indians. We met the Kiowas and the Crows and whipped them at the Kiowa Creek . . . . We met them and whipped them again, and the last time at Crow Creek. This last battle was fought by the Cheyennes, Arapahoes and Oglalas combined, and the Oglalas claim their share of the country.”

Black Hawk, Oglala Lakota leader
As a man loads his family's wagon, his wife listens to a promoter selling guidebooks for the journey. Inside the supply store, a man heading to California in search of gold buys tools and talks with the shopkeeper. Two American Indian men watch the events from a wooden sidewalk.

People gathered in Kanesville (later named Council Bluffs) on the Missouri River. There they formed wagon trains with other eager emigrants seeking prosperity on Oregon farms or in California goldfields.

"One Saturday morning father said that he was going . . . to hear Mr. Burnett talk about Oregon . . . Mr. Burnett hauled a box out on to the sidewalk, took his stand upon it, and began to tell us about the land flowing with milk and honey on the shores of the Pacific . . . he told of the great crops of wheat which it was possible to raise in Oregon, and pictured in glowing terms the richness of the soil and the attractions of the climate, and then with a little twinkle in his eye he said 'and they do say, gentleman, they do say, that out in Oregon the pigs are running around under the great acorn trees, round and fat, and already cooked, with knives and forks sticking in them so that you can cut off a slice whenever you are hungry.' . . . Father was so moved . . . that he decided to join the company that was going west to Oregon . . . Father was the first to sign his name."

Unidentified child of an emigrant
Ferry Crossing

As one ferry operator waits to transport a wagon across the river, his partner negotiates a price with an overlander. The man remains cautious as he knows that ferry operators often try to overcharge for their services.

Emigrants usually forded wide, shallow rivers without the services of a ferry. American Indians offered assistance along the trails as guides and purveyors of food.

“It was difficult getting over the river. They carried the goods over in a boat & drew the waggons over by hand with ropes but when the curant struck them they would frequently rool several times over in the watter & smash their bows out. They also came near drowning their Horses And one man would have been lost if the brethren had not picked him out with the boat.”

Wilford Woodruff
Winter Quarters

Women tend livestock and haul water while a man and boy supply the household with firewood for heating and cooking.

During the winter of 1846/47, almost 5,000 Latter-day Saints moved into Winter Quarters near present-day Omaha, Nebraska, and into more than 80 smaller communities in southwest Iowa. The Saints traveled west periodically in unified companies sharing a common purpose. While in Winter Quarters and other Iowa communities, they acquired supplies and equipment necessary to follow their prophet, Brigham Young, to a land no one else wanted.

“Let each company bear an equal proportion, according to the dividend of their property, in taking the poor, the widows, the fatherless, and the families of those who have gone into the army, that the cries of the widow and the fatherless come not up into the ears of the Lord against this people.

“Let each company prepare houses, and fields for raising grain, for those who are to remain behind this season; and this is the will of the Lord concerning his people.”

Brigham Young
Trail Camp

An Indian woman ventures into camp to trade. An African-American woman heading to California rests after a day’s trek. A missionary reads from his Bible as his wife prepares an evening meal. A gold-seeking 49er unloads his mule.

At day’s end, the overland travelers cooked their meals, visited with friends, tended the sick, shared their concerns, and planned for the next day’s journey.

“Aside from the thoughts of home... our thoughts, our hopes, our fears and our anxieties are all centered about the train—the health and spirits of the company, the grass and water for the oxen, and in a limited way, fuel with which to cook our meals... Rumors of hostile Indians are floating in the air most of the time, and while we pay little attention to them, we cannot altogether dismiss them from our minds, so that you can see the world in which we actually live scarcely extends beyond the dust of the train by day and the smoke of the camp fires at night.”

John Benson
Chinese immigrant workers along the Central Pacific Railroad construct the road bed in preparation for the track layers. Their Euro-American foreman checks the engineering specifications. Along the track bed, the cooking tent holds food and tea imported for the Chinese workers, which they heat on a tripod over an open fire. They shun alcohol, drink only tea, and eat only their traditional foods.

"All of these Chinamen were 'coolies' who had been shipped to America to work hard for the 'Central Pacific' as railroad section-hands for just a few years out of their lives and they had crossed the Pacific Ocean with the fond hope of saving up a few hundred American Dollars which they could later exchange for a great deal more of Chinese Money so that after a certain few years in America they would return to China as 'Money Lords' instead of living out their lives as just plain coolies. Many of them never did return to China."

Wallace A. Clay
Homestead

Two unmarried sisters share the responsibility and independence of homesteading on the prairie. They had claimed 160 acres through the 1862 Homestead Act. By locating adjacent claims, they have created a larger farm that will aid their enterprise. The law required them to remain on the land and make improvements for five years in order to gain title. The land is now theirs. Simple furnishings fill their cabin. Their livestock drink from a wind-powered pump. Chickens scurry as the sisters head for their fields to cultivate corn.

“I’ve often been asked if we did not suffer with fear in those days but I’ve said no we did not have sense enough to realize our danger we just had the time of our lives.”
Nancy Hembree Snow Bogart

“A woman had more independence here than in any part of the world. When a neighbor told me ‘the range is no place for a clingin’ vine ‘cause there hain’t nothin’ to cling to,’ I felt I was learning to meet the challenge. The hardships of life were more than compensated for by its unshackled freedom. The opportunity for a full and active life were infinitely greater here. There was a pleasant glow of possession in knowing that the land beneath our feet was ours.”
Edith Kohl
Reservation

Indians receive some of their annual treaty payments in goods and food from the U.S. Government. An Indian leader, wearing a hat indicating his rank, receives a pen from an agent to sign a receipt. Meanwhile, the agent’s assistants pile up sacks of flour, blankets, and barrels of pork.

In the 19th century, religious and private groups urged the government to assimilate Indians. Although Indian families on reservations had to accept Euro-American supplies and food, they nevertheless preserved their culture over the decades.

“Sometimes at evening I sit, looking out on the big Missouri. The sun sets and dusk steals over the water. In the shadows I seem again to see our Indian village, with smoke curling upward from the earth lodges; and in the river’s roar I hear the yells of the warriors, the laughter of little children as of old. My little son grew up in the white man’s school. He can read books, and he owns cattle and has a farm. He is a leader among our Hidatsa people, helping teach them to follow the white man’s road. He is kind to me. We no longer live in an earth lodge, but in a house with chimneys, and my son’s wife cooks by a stove. But for me, I cannot forget the old ways.”

Waheenee-weep, Buffalo Bird Woman, a Hidatsa woman.
Roadside Camp

A family stops to camp for the night. As the mother and daughter prepare supper, the father checks his automobile blue book to plan tomorrow's route, and the son plays with a toy truck. Nearby, a store owner fills the gas tank of another traveler.

Like early railroads, early highways demanded unusual feats of engineering and construction. Even though plans had developed to connect existing roads into a highway system from coast to coast and north to south, auto tourists often had to map their own routes. Such hardy souls found roadside service, food, and shelter around a new American symbol, the gasoline station.

“It had rained and filled the ruts. The car was bucking on the grades after having had insulting mud splashed in its face for miles. So finally the sun set over the hills . . . and we made camp No. 10 behind a school house out of the wind. We had followed a typical Wyoming trail all day, over the hills and long sweeping valleys—one town in a hundred miles of travel—the highway fenced for miles and miles, but tiny homestead shacks the only sign of habitation: the great wide west with its limitless spaces and its far-reaching emptiness.”

Margaret Gehrke
"Water plenty
timber scarce
grass is poor"

So noted Richard Augustus Keen in his diary on June 12, 1852. Keen's overland diary was typical of most diaries in its daily comments on three essentials to survival: water, timber, and grass.

Common topics in trail diaries, according to historian John Faragher, were "practical aspects of the trip, health and safety of traveling kith and kin, and the natural beauty of the landscape." Certainly practical concerns were the core of emigrants' trips. Were they finding timber for fuel? Grass for livestock? Water to relieve the awful thirst of traveling through choking dust and caustic alkali?

Diarists also typically noted the distance traveled each day—sometimes 12 or 20 miles, sometimes an astonishing 25—and every stream and river crossed, and what that entailed. Diarists also noted the landmarks reached. With such "pitifully small" distances traveled each day, Faragher points out, the "emigrants needed interim goals to break up the two-thousand-mile journey." Landmarks also helped them gauge their progress and chance of survival. If they reached Independence Rock by July 4, they were less likely to be trapped by early snows in the Sierras.

Particularly for the 49ers (or "Argonauts") who were headed to the goldfields, distance also spelled rivalry. As historian Malcolm Rohrbough writes, "The Argonauts soon came to view the overland expedition as a competition, as well as an exercise in cooperation. Tens of thousands of men were on the same trail to California, narrowly intent on the same objective. The sense of rivalry was the stronger because the Argonauts could literally see the competitors everywhere around them, ahead, behind, and even alongside."

The health and safety of travelers were also paramount. Trail authority Gregory M. Franzwa reminds us of the strenuous travel, poor water and diet, and exposure to diseases carried by other emigrant parties. For the Oregon Trail alone, he writes, "There is one grave for every 80 yards of the trail."

As for the natural beauty of the Far West, "the emigrant never before had seen a western sunset," Franzwa continues, "never before had experienced a western thunderstorm, never before had seen a mountain, nor a desert, nor an Indian in his native habitat...[nor] the most startling phenomenon of all—the buffalo."

The safest generalization to draw from reading trail diaries is that, indeed, the western trails experience was the story of people. Every diarist wrote from a different perspective and interacted differently with the surroundings. Diaries are as much a study of humanity as they are a study of the western trails.

In this issue, you'll travel with five diarists through excerpts from diary transcripts in the collections of the State Historical Society of Iowa. Each had already been transcribed before it was donated, and it is assumed that the original transcribers may have altered some spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. We have made minimal changes of a similar nature for publication here; researchers are encouraged to refer to original transcripts.

Of course, the actual diaries are much longer than what appears here; ellipses indicate omitted entries or portions of entries. All but one of our five diarists crossed the Missouri River at Kanesville (later, Council Bluffs). These excerpts provide a flavor of five different trips, by five different travelers. —The Editor

"Getting ready to cross the Rockies"

Kitturah Penton Belknap and her husband, George, left Ohio in 1839 and settled in Van Buren County, Iowa. Now in 1847, she and George are getting ready to head west next spring. She is 27. Three children have died, leaving her daughter Martha and son Jessie. We join Kitturah as she describes her detailed preparations in her diary.

We found the folks all excitement about Oregon. Some had gone in the spring of '47; four families of the connection and many of the neighbors but they had not been heard from since crossing the Missouri River. Everything was out of place and all was excitement and commotion...There was nothing done or talked of but what had Oregon in it and the loom was...
banging and the wheels buzzing and trades being made from daylight till bed time so I was glad to get settled.

My dear little girl, Martha, was sick all summer and the 30th of October she died, one year and one month old. Now we have one little puny boy left.

So now I will spend what little strength I have left getting ready to cross the Rockies. Will cut out some sewing to have to pick up at all the odd moments for I will try to have clothes enough to last a year.

November 15, 1847. Have cut out four muslin shirts for George and two suits for the little boy (Jessie). With what he has that will last him (if he lives) until he will want a different pattern.

Now the new year has come and I’ll write (1848). This is my program: Will start out with the new year. My health is better and I don’t spend much time with house work. Will make a muslin cover for the wagon as we will have a double cover so we can keep warm and/dry; put the muslin on first and then the heavy linen one for strength. They both have to be sewed real good and strong and I have to spin the thread and sew all those long seams with my fingers.

And now it is March and we have our team all ready and in good condition. Three good yoke of oxen and a good wagon. The company have arranged to start the 10th of April. I expect to load up the first wagon. George is practicing with the oxen. I don’t want to leave my kind friends here but they all think it best so I am anxious to get off. Will wash and begin to pack and start with some old clothes on and when we can’t wear them any longer will leave them on the road.

Monday, April 9th, 1848. I am the first one up; breakfast is over; our wagon is backed up to the steps; we will load at the hind end and shove the things in front. The first thing is a big box that will just fit in the wagon bed. That will have the bacon, salt and various other things; then it will be covered with a cover made of light boards nailed on two pieces of inch plank about 3 inches wide. This will serve us for a table, there is a hole in each corner and we have sticks sharpened at one end so they will stick in the ground; then we put the box cover on, slip the legs in the holes and we have a nice table; then when it is on the box George will sit on it and let his feet hang over and drive the team. It is just as high as the wagon bed. Now we will put in the old chest that is packed with our clothes and things we will want to wear and use on the way. The till is the medicine chest; then there will be cleats fastened to the bottom of the wagon bed to keep things from slipping out of place. Now there is a vacant place clear across that will be large enough to set a chair; will set it with the back against the side of wagon bed; there I will ride. On the other side will be a vacancy where little Jessie can play. He has a few toys and some marbles and some sticks for whip stocks, some blocks for oxen and I tie a string on the stick and he uses my work basket for a covered wagon and plays going to Oregon. He never seems to get tired or cross (but here I am leaving the wagon half packed and get off on the journey). The next thing is a box as high as the chest that is packed with a few dishes and things we won’t need till we get thru. And now we will put in the long sacks of flour and other things. The sacks are made of home made linen and will hold 125 pounds; 4 sacks of flour and one of corn meal. Now comes the groceries. We will make a wall of smaller sacks stood on end; dried apples and peaches, beans, rice, sugar and coffee, the latter being
In the green state. We will brown it in a skillet as we want to use it. Everything must be put in strong bags; no paper wrappings for this trip. There is a corner left for the wash-tub and the lunch basket will just fit in the tub. The dishes we want to use will all be in the basket. I am going to start with good earthen dishes and if they get broken have tin ones to take their place. Have made 4 nice little table cloths so am going to live just like I was at home. Now we will fill the other corner with pick-ups. The iron-ware that I will want to use every day will go in a box on the hind end of the wagon like a feed box. Now we are loaded all but the bed. I wanted to put it in and sleep out but George said I wouldn't rest any so I will level up the sacks with some extra bedding, then there is a side of sole leather that will go on first, then two comforts and we have a good enough bed for anyone to sleep on. At night I will turn my chair down to make the bed a little longer so now all we will have to do in the morning is put in the bed and make some coffee and roll out.

The wagon looks so nice, the nice white cover drawn down tight to the side boards with a good ridge to keep from sagging. It's high enough for me to stand straight under the roof with a curtain to put down in front and one at the back end. . . .

Tuesday, April 10, 1848. Daylight dawned with none awake but me. I try to keep quiet so as not to wake anyone but pretty soon Father Belknap's voice was heard with that well known sound "wife, wife, rise and flutter" and there was no more quiet for anyone. . . .

Our wagon is ready to start; I get in the wagon and in my chair busy with some unfinished work. Jessie is in his place with his whip starting for Oregon. George and the boys have gone out in the field for the cattle. Dr. Walker calls at the wagon to see me and give me some good advice and give me the parting hand for neither of us could speak the word "farewell." He told me to keep up good courage and said "Don't fret; whatever happens don't fret and cry; courage will do more for you than anything else." Then he took the little boy in his arms and presented to him a nice bible with his blessing and was off. The cattle have come and most of the neighbors are here to see us off. The oxen are yoked and chained together. . . .

James S. Cowden was perhaps in his late twenties in 1853, when he kept a diary of his overland trip to California. Here he is crossing southern Iowa towards Kanesville (later, Council Bluffs), a jumping-off point for emigrants.

Started from Keosauqua, Iowa on the 7th day of April, 1853. Weather pleasant. As it was not expected we would drive more than 8 or 10 miles the first day out, we did not get started until 9 or 10 o'clock. Quite a number of Mr. Annibal's old neighbors went with us the first day's drive.

I was very glad to go into Camp the first night, for although the day was pleasant, there were many bad mudholes on our road and driving five pairs of oxen that had not been worked any for two months, was new business for me and though we went as slow as we could, I was very tired and hungry and glad to stop early in the afternoon. I had the misfortune to break a round in the wagon, but as there was a wagon maker in the crowd it was soon mended. . . .

Farming appears to pay very well now along the main roads to Kanesville or Bluff City, as it is sometimes called. Hay, Corn, and Oats are in good demand during the California emigration each spring, and at good prices. We paid as high as one dollar per bushel for corn and at other places got it for 18 cents per bushel.
large part of the best lands were now held by speculators that had taken them up with Soldiers Land Warrants. All wrong; All wrong . . . but such are the ways of helping the rich at the expense of the public. No man aught to have more than one hundred acres of land, or that is my judgment about the matter. We arrived at Kanesville the 7th day of May, found it quite a lively place at this time of year. Several firms having large stocks of groceries and provisions to supply the California emigration demand, and as there is about five thousand persons camped within two or three miles of town it will require quite a stock to supply them all. We remained here several days; and while here saw a man hung by a mob, the first of the Kind I ever saw. Judge Lynch is a hard faced old fellow, but I guess his judgment is generally good, and I would rather trust him than any Judge sitting any Civil Court. In the case here, it was certainly a righteous decision as the culprit had been guilty of most brutal murder.

There are two or three steam ferry boats, and as many flats here ferrying stock and teams. We used one of the flats, and had rather a hard job of it, as we were several days at it on account of high winds that made the river too rough for our flat to venture acrost. Once we . . . sunk the boat with five pair of oxen on it, but, fortunately, nothing was lost or any person hurt. . . .

"Strange emotions of grandeur"

Albert G. Paschal and his family moved from Ohio to Iowa in 1840. They lived first in Iowa City and then in Louisa County. Now, Paschal is 20. On April 4, 1850, he joins a group of emigrants and leaves Louisa County. By April 25 the emigrant party is nearing Iowa's western border.

April 25th [1850]. We passed on through a rolling country for 12 miles and camped at Mt. Scott's grove. There is some few Mormon settlers near this grove. Weather continues clear.

The following morning the 26th. We crossed the Nishnabotany River and traveled on 10 miles through a broken country. And we camped on Seber Creek. Here we encountered more wolves than at any time since we left home, kept us awake all night howling and growling. Sounded like a million of them. We kept a rousing fire all night in order to scare them away.

April 27th. Travelled 10 miles and camped on Cag Creek in a Mormon settlement. Weather clear and pleasant. The following day being the Sabbath, we did not travel.

April 29th. We passed on 5 miles farther and arrived at Canesville. We remained here some 2 hours and started on our way. And after travelling some miles, we came to the long looked for river. The great Missouri. Here we remained in camp and herded our cattle until the 5th day of May, Sunday. Then we travelled down the river about 3 miles where we expected to find other parties from Louisa County and from other parts of Iowa. Here we were to unite and form our company for the entire trip. This we were not disappointed in. We remained here until May 8th. On this day, we framed our Constitution and by laws and elected our officers for the express purpose of crossing the plains to California. . . .

THE CONSTITUTION IS AS FOLLOWS

Whereas we are emigrating to California, we consider it necessary for our mutual benefit and protection to be bound to one another by a cord of lines. We therefore agree to organize ourselves together in a company and to be governed by the following Con-
stitution with such alterations [? as we deem Necessary.

Article Number (1) This company will be known and designated as the California Banner Company.

Article Number (2) The officers of this company shall consist of a Captain, a Lieutenant Captain, an Inspector of Teams, and a Committee of arrangements.

Article Number (3) It shall be the duty of the Lieut. Captain to inspect all teams before they shall cross the Missouri River. Also inspect the wagons and deliver all orders that may be given by the Committee of arrangements. And see that the laws of the company are obeyed at all times.

Article Number (4) The members of the company each and every one are bound to take their turn and share of all hardships, such as picket duty at night and taking care of the cattle as their turns arrive to do so. The meeting now adjourned.

May 8th. . . . We at this time got busy as we had a great amount of labor to do before starting the next morning. Close to our camp there was a company from the state of Missouri, and they were also organizing . . . to cross the plains to California. And a jolly set they were. We visited back and forth, and a very laughable incident happened. The committee on purchasing supplies had reported the goods purchased and among the same they read three bbls of Whisky and one bbl of Crackers. A young fellow spoke up and wanted to know what in the H-L they were going to do with so many Crackers.

May 17th. This morning we were awakened by the Captain at 3. O, C, and we at once commenced to prepare to be ferried across the long fork of the river. The Platte River at this point is about 80 rods wide and in places, very deep. There is an immense amount of quick sand in this river in places. After leaving the river, we passed on 6 miles through a very sandy country, and we camped. We found a great many Indians in this country, and they are great beggars. Weather continues splendid. . . .

May 20th. This morning our cattle strayed off and left us and after we had located them it being so late we decided to remain here all day and night in order to rest stock and ourselves. So we had a splendid time running and jumping and other games. We enjoyed ourselves hugely. Weather dark and foggy . . .

May 23rd, 1850. We travelled on for 20 miles up the valley of the Platte River. And the road run close to the river all day. Country very level and the same is inhabited with a race of animals called prairie dogs. They are about the size of one's fist and have the appearance of a dog only they burrow in the ground. They are quite a curiosity to us. We passed the grave of a Mr. Celogue who died in 1849 on his way to California. . . .

The committee on purchasing supplies had reported the goods purchased . . . they read three bbls of Whisky and one bbl of Crackers. A young fellow spoke up and wanted to know what in the H-L they were going to do with so many Crackers.

Sunday, May 26th. We passed up the Platte River 12 miles. No difference in the country to break the monotony. Along the course of the day we saw numerous herds of buffalo, and they at times made their appearance along the road. And as our larder was getting somewhat low, we decided to try and replenish the same, so we shouldered our muskets and went after them. We killed six old ones and one calf.

In sight of such a mass of life the traveler feels strange emotions of grandeur. We heard from a distance a low murmuring noise, and when we came in sight over a raise in the ground we came in sight of an immense herd of . . . Ferocius animals. There was not one of us who did not feel his heart beat faster. The country was black with the beasts. . . .

June 14th. We still remain at the upper ferry on the Platte River, and we are still herding our cattle near the Black Hills. There were two men drowned at the ferry today. One of them was swimming on a wager. He got out in mid stream, got cramps, and drowned before aid could reach him. The water at this point is very deep and cold. Weather cold and blustery.

June 15th. We this day made several efforts to swim our cattle across the river. It was all in vain. It has been very cold and cloudy. And has snowed. And the water was very disagreeable. And this the cattle realized only too well. We labored hard all day and was in the cold water all day. It was a dangerous un-
and colors. This country is inhabited with the Shoshone Indians. They appear very friendly and they seem very industrious.

June 25th. ... We now have travelled 1000 miles from the Missouri River, and 300 miles from Fort Laramie. It is difficult from the gradual ascent of the [South] Pass to find the precise summit. The supposed point is between two hills about 60 feet high and perhaps 15 or 20 miles long.

Wednesday, June 26th. Good wood. No water. Grass very scarce. Country very barrenish. At 11. O. C. we arrived at the junction of the Salt Lake and Oregon roads. This junction is 10 miles from the South Pass. We took the Oregon road in order to get into Sublets (as the road is called) cut off. There was a great many teams here. The men were all consulting one another as to which road to take. Some were in favor of taking one road, some wanted to take the other, friends who have travelled together from the States parting here. And I actually seen men shedding tears at parting with friends and relatives. The Oregon road is travelled a great deal more than the Salt Lake road.

July 11th. ... We arrived at Fort Hall at about 11. O. C. A. M. This fort is situated at the confluence of

Port Neuph and Lewis Fork of Columbia River. Here we found some old mountaineers here a trading with the Indians. They keep some provisions here for sale, such as coffee, hard bread, and some few other articles. They have quite an extensive stock of horses and cattle, that they had purchased from the Shoshone Indians, some splendid horses of all sorts almost out of provisions and they wanted to buy from us. There is no going to church here. No voice of a minister to be heard. No song of praises sung to the Almighty whose omnipotent to the maker and the preserver of our lives. Whilst travelling through a wild and unknown country, this is a very lonesome Sabbath day to me. Indeed it reminds me of the pleasant Sabbath’s that I have spent going to church in Dear old Iowa. But we are now journeying through the wilderness and have to encounter a great many difficulties.

August 17th. We all rested splendid last night, and we got a very early start this morning so that we could make it to the camp on the other side of the mountains. These Sierra Nevada Mountains I think beats them all for grandeur of beautiful scenery.

August 18th, 1850. We are all well and very cheerful. And we figure that we will soon reach our goal. We have all decided to head for Placerville and cast our lot digging gold.

Transcript of Albert Paschal diary in State Historical Society of Iowa (Iowa City). The transcriber, Getts A. Paschal, prefaced it with his “hopes that the reader will bear with him in any mistakes that he may make as the old diary is getting very smoky and black and it is hard to make out.”
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“We have parted with white folks that did not regret so much”

Eliza Ann McAuley was 17 in 1852, when she, her brother Tom (22), and sister Margaret (28) joined an emigrant party. Leaving their mother and another sister home in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, they planned to meet up with their father in Placerville, El Dorado County, California. We join Eliza Ann as the emigrant party is leaving Mount Pleasant on April 7, 1852.

Bade adieu to home and started amid snow and rain for the land of gold. Our outfit consists of two light strong wagons pulled by oxen and cows, one yoke of heavy oxen for wheelers and a lighter yoke for leaders, with one or two yokes of cows between. We have two saddle horses and a drove of twenty dairy cows, a good sized tent and a sheet iron camp stove which can be set up inside, making it warm and comfortable, no matter what the weather outside.

We have a plentiful supply of provisions, including dried fruits and vegetables, also a quantity of light bread cut in slices and dried for use when it is not convenient to bake. Our stove is furnished with a reflector oven which bakes very nicely. Our clothing is light and durable. My sister and I wear short dresses and bloomers and our foot gear includes a pair of light calf-skin topboots for wading through mud and sand.

The first night we spend in Mt. Pleasant with our friends, Mr. and Mrs. Tiffany.

Thursday April 8th. After a sad parting with Mother, sister Kate and numerous friends we made the real start of our journey.

Crossing Skunk River we stopped at the little town of Rome for the night, making but eight miles....

Tuesday, April 13th ... We passed through the old Indian Agency where we mailed a letter home. Soon after we struck the Des Moines River and traveled up the north bank, passing through Ottumwa, the prettiest place we have yet seen and have decided
to come here and make our home when we return from California with a fortune.

Monday, May 10th. Got to Kanesville, four miles from the Missouri River about noon. After a short delay we went on to the river and camped as near the ferry as we could get. There are thousands of wagons waiting to be ferried over.

Tuesday, May 11th. Got up early and took the wagons down a little nearer the ferry, so as to take advantage of the first opportunity to cross.

A dreadful accident happened here today. A boat manned by green hands was taking a boat of cattle across. The cattle rushed to one end of the boat, causing it to tip and in a moment there was a mass of struggling men and animals in the water. One man was drowned. Another, who was a good swimmer, remembered that he had left his whip, and coolly turned around and swam back after it.

Sunday, May 16th. This morning was very cold and disagreeable, the wind blowing a perfect gale and the sand flying in clouds. After breakfast the boys took the wagons back from the river to a thicket of cottonwood and willow, where they are more sheltered.

The boys launched their boat this morning and have been ferrying all day, bringing the rest of our train across this evening. While we were getting supper, the Pawnee chief and twelve of his braves came and expressed a desire to camp with us. Their appetites are very good and it takes quite an amount of provisions to entertain them hospitably, but some willow boughs strewn around the camp fire suffices them for a bed.

Monday, May 17th. At break of day the Indians awoke us, singing their morning song. The old chief started the song and the others chimed in and it was very harmonious and pleasing.

Wednesday, May 19th. The boys were late in getting to camp last night and some of them got lost in the bushes. We have now got a good "ready" and this morning made a fresh start. We soon came to the old Mormon winter quarters, where they stayed for two years after leaving Nauvoo. There is a large graveyard here.

We found a quantity of wild mustard and picked a mess for greens. The road was quite rough but grew better toward evening. We found a good spring of water and use willow roots for fuel.

Friday, May 21st. Three of our cows were missing this morning, notwithstanding we had a guard out.

Eliza Ann McAuley writes often of encountering American Indians on her journey to California. The western migration exposed emigrants and Indians alike to different ways of living. For moving across the plains and following bison herds, Plains Indians had developed simple methods to transport their few material belongings. One method was the horse-drawn travois, as shown in this late 19th-century photograph of a group of Sioux. In contrast, most midcentury emigrants crossing the West in wagons ended up discarding possessions to decrease the load pulled by their weary teams. In later years, emigrants would ship their goods by railroad. (Note the oxen and wagon in the center of the photograph.)
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Last night some of the Indians talked and traded with the emigrants to attract their attention, while others drove away their cattle, and as the night was dark and rainy they had a good chance.

We traveled through a drizzling rain till noon, when we struck Platte River and camped. There is a very large camp here and grass is scarce. . . .

Friday, May 28th. Soon after starting we came to a ford of strong alkali water, which our cattle, being very thirsty drank of and it came nearer killing some of them. It also makes their feet sore and we have to make leather shoes for them. After the sand hills came a marsh, in which heavy wagons would sink to the hub. Found good grass at noon. . . .

Tuesday, June 1st. Dock Ballard and I went horseback riding this morning down to the river where we saw a train that had just crossed from the south side of the Platte. They report a great deal of sickness and a scarcity of grass on that side, so we feel that we did well to stay on the north side. We saw a fresh grave, the first one since leaving the Missouri River. Nooned on Elk Creek where the water is scarce and bad. Tonight the feed is scant too and the others got discouraged even this far out. . . .

Sunday, June 6th. Crossed two more creeks and then came to steep, sandy hills, among which are many buffalo wallows. These hills are quite barren and support neither animal or vegetable life, except a little sand lizard. Later, we found giant cactus and several other new plants. One of our men killed two deer. Crossed two more creeks and camped for the night. Had to drive the cattle back to the hills for grass. While out with the cattle the boys caught a little antelope and brought it to camp. . . .

We saw a fresh grave, the first one since leaving the Missouri River.

We saw a fresh grave, the first one since leaving the Missouri River.

Wednesday, June 9th. Traveled about two miles and camped on Castle River until three o'clock.

This afternoon we met an express to “the states” and wrote a letter home and sent back by it. Camped this evening by a prairie dog village. They are very active little fellows, and look very saucy sitting up in their doorways.

Thursday, June 10th. Had to cross a very bad alkali swamp and had to rush the cattle through to keep them from drinking the water. When they get alkalied the remedy is a good dose of whiskey. After noon the road was sandy. We had to camp without any grass.

Our antelope, Jenny, is a great pet in camp and is equally fond of Margaret and me. She bleats and cries if either one is away from her. . . .

Sunday, June 13th. Traveled along the River until we were in sight of the “Capitol Hills” or “Scott’s Bluffs.” They received the later name from a tragical incident connected with the place. A company returning from Oregon in 1846 had got this far when one of their number, a Mr. Scott, was unable to travel further, and they being short on provisions, he begged them to go on and leave him to his fate, which they were reluctantly compelled to do. . . . These legends are related in our guide book. . . .

Tuesday, June 15th. The rain laid the dust and improved the road very much. This morning we met some Indians, the first in four hundred and fifty miles. They are of the Sioux tribe and are much better looking than any we have seen. About three o’clock we came opposite Fort Laramie. Some of the boys went over to the fort to mail letters. There are two or three nice looking houses in the fort, the first we have seen since leaving the Missouri River. . . .

Sunday, June 20th. Road very hilly and sandy. While the wagons skirted around the bluff, Margaret and I cut across and saw many new plants and curiosities and had quite an adventure. Following carelessly along a gulch that had been washed out, we soon found ourselves hemmed in by perpendicular walls, from six to fifteen feet high. We had either to turn back and retrace our steps or go on and run the chance of getting out. We chose the latter and after following it for half a mile found a place where we could scramble out just before it terminated abruptly in the River. . . . Grass is scarce.

Friday, June 25th. Cool and cloudy. Rained a little at noon. Sandy road this afternoon. Traveled twenty-one miles and camped at Independence Rock. This name was given it by Fremont who arrived here on the fourth of July, on his first exploring expedition. His party climbed to the top of the rock and partook of a fine dinner, which the ladies of St. Louis had prepared for them for this occasion. The name seems in every way appropriate. It is an immense granite rock, from six-hundred to seven-hundred yards long and
Guidebooks often advised emigrants about what provisions should be taken along. Deer and buffalo meat supplemented the staples. Some diarists complained of the monotony of the same foods; others described making jelly, cookies, and pies.

one hundred and twenty to one-hundred and fifty yards wide, rising from the level plain, entirely isolated and independent of any other rock or hills. It is almost covered with the names of emigrants, chiseled in the rock or painted on its surface, with the date of their arrival. We saw the names of some of our friends, who had passed here in 1849 and 1850.

Saturday, June 26th. Crossed the Sweetwater one mile from the rock. Here we saw the graves of Mrs. Cole's and Mrs. Dart's babies, two sisters, acquaintances of ours, on their way to Oregon. . . . Traveled about sixteen miles today and camped early to do some washing.

Sunday, June 27th. Soon after starting this morning one of our team cows gave out from the effect of alkali water. We gave her salt pork and vinegar and she soon recovered sufficiently to travel again. . . .

Monday, June 28th. Sandy road. We met a returning Californian with papers for sale. We bought a copy of the El Dorado News for fifty cents. Heard of some mountain fever today. No grass nor water tonight.

Wednesday, June 30th. Made thirteen miles this forenoon. . . . While the boys were out with the cattle this evening, the mare Fan was suddenly found to be missing. We suspect a set of traders that are stopping here.

Saturday, July 3rd. Tom started again in pursuit. We moved on, crossing Sweetwater for the last time. Ate luncheon on the south pass of the Rocky mountains. Altitude seven thousand, four hundred feet, but the ascent is so gradual, that one scarcely knows when one is at the summit. The headwaters of the streams flowing eastward to the Mississippi and those flowing westward to the Pacific are but a few feet apart. . . .
Sunday, July 4th. . . . So windy and dusty today that some times we could scarcely see the length of the team, and it blows so tonight that we cannot set the tent or get any supper, so we take a cold bite and go to bed in the wagons. The wagons are anchored by driving stakes in the ground and fastening the wagon wheels to them with ox chains. . . . We came near losing our pet antelope this evening. As she was frisking about the camp, a man from another camp was about to shoot her, thinking she was a wild one. She ran to another camp where a woman got hold of her and held her, and would scarcely believe that she belonged to me, though the poor little thing was struggling to get away and bleating piteously for me. Finally she got away and came bounding to me and followed me home.

Monday, July 12th. We have a very long, steep mountain to cross, two miles to the summit. In places it is very steep and difficult and we see the wrecks of several wagons and carriages, that have broken down in attempting it. The descent is quite easy. . . .

Tuesday, July 13th. Traveled six miles today and camped on Bear River. Here is splendid feed, the cattle wading in wild oats up to their eyes, while we have fun making pop corn candy. Margaret is baking cookies, but the boys steal them as fast as she can bake them. Soon after camping, we saw a company of returning Californians, but they were too far off to get to speak with them. . . .

Thursday, July 15th. Traveled ten miles today and camped on Bear River. Just before coming to the River we had the hardest mountain to cross on the whole route. It was very steep and difficult to climb, and we had to double teams going up and at the summit we had to unhitch the teams and let the wagons down over a steep, smooth sliding rock by ropes wound around trees by the side of the road. Some trees are nearly cut through by ropes. Rained a little this evening. Mosquitoes very bad. The boys fished awhile and then took a ramble around the country and discovered a pass, by which the mountain can be avoided by doing a little road building.

Friday, July 16th. The boys took another look at the pass and concluded to stop and make a road around the mountain. . . .

Sunday, July 18th. Notwithstanding it is Sunday, the boys continue their work and have hired some men to assist for a day or two, to cut brush. In the afternoon there was the appearance of a heavy rain but it all went around us.

Monday, July 19th. We have settled down to regular housekeeping and this being Monday it is of course washday. In cutting a way for the road, the boys find thickets of wild currants. There are several varieties, the black, the red and the white. The boys cut the bushes, some of them ten feet long and loaded with ripe currants, which we strip off and make into jelly, currant wine and vinegar, dried currants and currant pie. . . .

Wednesday, July 21st. We have met with a sad loss today. Our pet antelope, Jennie, was playing around the camp and the dogs belonging to a large camp of Indians espied her and gave chase. The Indians tried to rescue her, but could not. They then of-

---

Here is splendid feed, the cattle wading in wild oats up to their eyes, while we have fun making pop corn candy.
pleases him very much to see us try to learn it. There are a great many geese and cranes about the river.

Monday, July 26th. Wash day.

Tuesday, July 27th. Ironing and baking today. Poro brought our moccasins. They are very neatly made. His little boy came with him. I offered a gay plaid shawl in payment for the moccasins. Poro was quite pleased with it and inclined to accept it, but referred the matter to the boy. He talked to his father, who explained that he thought it was very pretty but he could not eat it. He wanted bread and sugar, so we gave him what he wanted.

Wednesday, July 28th. Poro came again today and brought a nice mess of service berries. He has been counting the “sleeps” before we go away, and regrets our going very much. He said today, “One sleep more and then wagons go away to California,” and we have parted with white folks that did not regret so much.

Thursday, July 29th. Poro came twice today to bid us goodbye and feels very sad about our going. After dinner we started on, leaving Thomas and Mr. Buck to remain on the road a week or two to collect toll and pay the expenses of making it. Traveled thirteen miles and found good grass but no wood nor water.

Monday, August 2nd. Took in a man who stayed with us last night to help drive the cattle. He is from Ohio and his name is Dougherty. He gave his part of the team to his partner, who has a family to bring through, and had been walking until he became so footsore and tired he could go no further, so we furnished him a horse to ride and he helps to drive the loose cattle. . . . We met a wagon from Salt Lake selling vegetables and treated ourselves to a supply. . . .

Monday, August 16th, 1852. This morning we struck the head waters of the long-talked-of and much-dreaded Humboldt, but were agreeably surprised to find splendid grass and water, and good road. Traveled twenty miles today. . . .

Sunday, August 29th, 1852. After traveling about six miles we met Father. Oh wasn’t it a joyful meeting. He had been waiting at a trading post, which was also a relief station, one of several that had been established by the State of California for the relief of destitute emigrants and as a bureau of information. We crossed to the north side of the river again. Road dusty, but grass is good. . . .

Sunday, September 5th. Made our breakfast on bread and milk having no wood to cook with, and one of the cows stole all of the water we had, so we are obliged to put up with light diet. . . . After traveling three miles the teams begin to give out, so we had to unhitch them from the wagons and send them on to grass and water. The boys went on with the cattle, leaving Mr. Daugherty, Margaret and myself with the wagons. After resting awhile, Margaret and I started on, taking with us a cow that had given out and been kept behind. We took a bucket a short distance before her, and the poor thing, thinking there was water in it would get up and struggle on a few steps and then fall exhausted. After resting a few minutes we would get her on a few steps. In this way we had gained about a mile, when we met Thomas returning with a canteen of water. We took a drink and gave the rest to the poor cow, which revived her so that she was able to get to the River. . . .

Tuesday, September 7th. . . . Camped on the river this morning and found good grass. The water is delightful, being the opposite extreme from that in the sink of the Humboldt, and we drink for the pure pleasure of drinking. . . .

Sunday, September 12th, 1852. Today we take the Sierra Nevadas. Got over the first range by noon, and found the road much better than we expected, the hills being quite gradual. The scenery here is magnificent. High mountains rising on every side, covered with pine, fir and arbor-vitae. . . .

Monday, September 13th. Very cold this morning, but became quite pleasant when the sun got above the mountain tops. Had very good road this forenoon and nooned in a little valley with excellent grass and water. This afternoon we passed Starvation Camp.

The water is delightful . . . and we drink for the pure pleasure of drinking.

which took its name from a party of emigrants, who, in 1846 attempted to reach Oregon by a southern route, but getting belated in the mountains, the snow came on and buried up their cattle. Here they were forced to remain several weeks, and were, it is said, reduced to the terrible extremity of cannibalism, and but six were living when relief came to them. It is the most desolate, gloomy looking place I ever saw. There were the ruins of two or three cabins down in a deep dark canyon, surrounded by stumps ten to fifteen feet high, where they were cut off above the snow.

Donner Lake, a beautiful sheet of water, not far
from here, was named in remembrance of the party.

We camped in a small valley, about three miles west of this place.

Tuesday, September 14th, 1852. . . . While the teams were toiling slowly up to the summit, Father, Mr. Buck, Margaret and I climbed one of the highest peaks near the road, and were well repaid for our trouble by the splendid view. On one side the snow-capped peaks rise in majestic grandeur, on the other they are covered to their summits with tall pine and fir, while before us in the top of the mountains, apparently an old crater, lies a beautiful lake in which the Truckee takes its rise. Turning our eyes from this, we saw the American flag floating from the summit of one of the tallest peaks. We vented our patriotism by singing "The Star Spangled Banner" and afterward enjoyed a merry game of snow ball. Turning to descend, the mountain side looked very steep and slippery, and Margaret and I were afraid to venture it. Father, who is a very active man for his age (about sixty) volunteered to show us how to descend a mountain. "Just plant your heels firmly in the snow, this way," he said, but just then, his feet flew from under him and he went sailing down the mountain side with feet and hands in the air. After a minute of horrified silence we saw him land and begin to pick himself up, when we gave way to peals of laughter. We found an easier way down. . . .

Sunday, September 19th. We passed Mule Springs this morning. There are some mines at this place, also a tavern and a small ranch. About noon we arrived at Father’s cabin, where we consider our journey ended, after traveling almost constantly for more than five months.

Our first impression of Californians is that they are a very delicate people, as their complexions contrast so strongly with those of the sun-burnished travelers on the plains. Several called to pay their respects to "Father Mac" as he is affectionately called by the miners, and to get a glimpse of his two daughters, a woman being a rare sight here. One enthusiastic miner declared he would give an ounce of gold dust for the sight of a woman's sunbonnet.

We have been so long without fresh vegetables that we found that cold, boiled vegetables a great luxury, and Margaret and I devour all that are left between meals. ❖

"No man was ever higher on these bluffs"

Richard Augustus Keen left Indiana in 1852 with "no point of destination." On his travels, he often encountered crowds of emigrants "California-bound." We join him in St. Joseph, Missouri. He, too, has caught the fever and is heading west.

Saturday, April 25th. All is bustle. We are loading out wagons and preparing to make our first step toward California. We are to cross the Missouri River today. As yet I have seen but few of our company. The ferry is very throng and we have to wait until evening to cross. A very warm beautiful day. St. Jo is alive with emigrants bound for Oregon and California. The streets are crowded with men, women and children all making ready to take that long and much dreaded trail leading Westward for Miles around the city could be seen white tops of hundreds of tents. . . .

Sunday XXVI. A bright lovely morning. We remain here today. Some of our company are going back to St. Jo for some articles that were forgotten yesterday. I took a walk through the woods for a mile or two. The flowers are just beginning to put out their leaves. The soil is excellent here with a very heavy growth of timber CottonWood. This territory belongs to the original owners of the Western world (the Indians). They have a man stationed at the ferry to collect a tax of 25 cts for each wagon which will amount to a considerable sum by the time the emigration ceases. We are to collect our train and start tomorrow. We have a heavy load of horse feed shelled Corn. . . .

Tuesday XXVIII . . . This is a new way of traveling to me. I must say that I am not well pleased. The boys are all strangers to me, but I think from present appearances that we will be well acquainted before we arrive. Made 20 miles today.

Wednesday XXIX We made quite a late start this morning. About the same kind of a country that we passed through yesterday. We are camped with no wood and very poor water. Met some Indians today (Kicapoos and Sacs). They have erected a temporary bridge over Wolf Creek for which they charge 25 cents per wagon. About 5 miles from this bridge is a missionary station. Here they have corn fields &c.

There is some half dozen white men here a smith shop &c. One of our wagons or a wagon of our train was broken here. Fortunately some of our boys were wagon makers and it was soon repaired. We made but 12 miles. . . .

Friday May 1st. May day. As I supposed, Daniel Vader has the measles. We have to lay over today. Vader is not able to travel. . . . Ink and myself wished to wash some shirts when our lady passenger objected to our having any soap. However, we took it at any rate. Ink then ventured to say that he believed we would have a devil of a time with that woman before we got to Cal. I feared his predictions were well founded. Time will testify. . . .

Monday IV Rolled out early. Hilly roads. Water scarce and no wood. A great many of our Co. are tired of traveling overland to Cal and some even say they wish that they had never started. As for myself, I would turn back under no consideration whatever. Met 3 men returning to the states . . . walked with their provisions on their backs. The Indians had stolen their horses some 30 miles ahead of us. They advised us to be upon our guard as the Indians were very troublesome. Some of our boys laughed at the idea of the Indians stealing our horses. One of our Co, Anthony Rogers, had traveled this road to California in 1849. He suggested the idea of keeping a strict guard so there was a council held and after quite a discussion, we decided on doubling the guard—two sentinels upon duty instead of one and they were to be relieved every two hours. We drew our numbers by lottery . . . 24 numbers placed in a hat and each one drew a number. I drew No. 7 and Pratt no. 8 so that placed us upon guard at the same time. I must say something of my companion upon duty. . . . We soon became well acquainted. He gave me his history. . . . He was tolerably well educated using good language. He was a silver smith. Had served a time. Received his start in the world from his father. Married and set up a shop in Niles, Michigan, but fickle fortune frowned and business did not prosper with him. He had lost all he possessed. He had left an affectionate wife and two children and was now plodding his way to the distant Gold Fields of California to retrieve his squandered fortune. He appears sanguine of success. . . .

Friday VIII Rolled out early. We have little Blue River to day. Hilly country, poor soil, and no wood. I am getting very tired of traveling. I almost wish that I had shipped around Cape Horn. Poor grass and water. Our horse feed is near out. Our fare is poor. . . .

Saturday IX As usual an early start. As soon as we get our breakfast it is harrah boys get up your horses which is quickly done. Brandon and his wife does the cooking. Doctor Hinkly attends to putting down and taking up our tent &c. We reached Platte River about two o'clock. . . . When we came on the last hill which overlooks the great Platte Country, the foremost of the boys raised the shout in which all joined. We could see the mighty Platte for miles and miles either way with her broad expansive bottoms extending back for miles to the sand bluffs on either side. Away to our left could be seen Fort Kearney and close by could be seen Grand Island with its heavy timber. Saw a Pawnee Indian running across the bottom ahead of us. He ran as far as we could see him. These are the Pawnees and said to be the worst or most dangerous on the road. . . .

Tuesday XII Started again this morning. Very level roads. Sandy. Grass is tolerably good. Wood and water plenty. We see a great many graves on the bottoms. The wolves dig the most of them. We see any quantity of wolves. The boys shoot some of them occasionally. They are gray. Made 15 miles today.

Wednesday XIII Rolled out early this morning. Roads sandy and heavy. Our horses are getting thin. Saw a grave where the wolves had just dug a corps from its resting place. The bones were scattered around the grave. We are ascending Platte River. Very broad bottoms some portions of which would produce well. We have to use the Platte water until we reach Fort Larimie three hundred miles. The water of this river is very muddy or sandy, never gets clear. A pint of it when settled will produce a tea spoonfull of sand. 25 miles

Thursday XIV As usual, rolled out early. Level sandy roads. Very poor grass. No wood. We are coming into the region of buffaloes. There are signs of them. The whole surface of the earth in this region is dotted with what is called buffalo chips . . . the manure dried or when dry makes an excellent fire. We have no wood so we are compelled to use them tonight for the first. They do not blaze much and very
little light blue smoke. We had quite a laugh when we saw Anthony Rogers gathering his arms full and carrying them into camp and when we learned that we would have to follow suit there was some funny excuses made. However we broke in and took them up very delicately. A kind of self-reproach. However this soon vanished and it was hurrah boys who could get the best ones.

Saturday XVI Rolled out early. Roads very excellent and level. The roads on this Platte river are the best natural roads in the world. I expect we are ascending the river on the south side. There is a road on the other side. We can see a great many trains on the opposite side. We occasionally pass a horse train and a great many oxtrains. The road side is lined with graves and human bones. Seen several dog villages today. Met some dozen Sioux Indians. They are very peaceable to the emigrants and are at war with the Pawnees. We learned that some time previous the Pawnees had visited the Sioux villages in the night and stolen their horses. In the mean times a party of Sioux had visited the Pawnees camp and stolen all their provisions. 25 miles

Sunday XVII By times we were up and getting our horses. Rolled out in good season. One of our

I immediately cocked my gun and hailed him with the usual salutation of who comes there. He gave no answer.

most dreaded jobs is greasing our wagons which we have to do every morning. But then I must except standing on duty guarding our stock. Our company consisted of 24 men, so I came on duty every third night. It was very disagreeable to be aroused just as you was getting comfortably asleep. Must get up and go probably half a mile to walk around a lot of hungry mules with a gun upon your shoulder. As the boys used to say, it is much more comfortable calling the relief guard then to be called. Some of the boys are hiring Peter Calibaugh to stand guard for them. Calibaugh is a Dutchman and would do anything for money. His fee for standing guard is 50 cents.

Tuesday XIX . . . At 2 oclock, I was called on guard. I was out before Pratt. The other guard left as soon as I arrived after standing a few minutes. I shouldered my double barrel to walk around the animals. When I had got near around I held an object which in height resembled an Indian. I knew there was nothing of the kind there when I went to sleep. I immediately cocked my gun and hailed him with the usual salutation of who comes there. He gave no answer. I then walked up to it and put the muzzle of the gun against it. Well it was a board that some of the boys had put up as a target to shoot at and had not taken down. I took a good laugh, but did not tell it to the boys. 25 miles

Wednesday XX Early start and very good roads. No timber at all. The bottoms of this fork are near as wide as the main river. The sides of the roads are still lined with graves. Many a young man lies here that perhaps left happy and cheerful homes to wend their way over this uninhabited and dreary waste to endure hardships and privations merely to become the possessor of one of Mankinds Worst Enemies Gold. But alas, hundreds were destined never to reach California and their bones are bleaching far from the homes of their youth.

Friday XXII As usual an early start. Roads sandy and heavy. Doct Hinkley, Fish, Lacy, and myself started in the morning to visit Chimney Rock, which is appeared to be about 5 miles ahead and two from the road.

Arrived at the rock about 12 oclock. This rock at the base covers an area of about 5 acres, raises gradually about 150 feet, and then runs to point which rises about 100 feet perpendicular which resembles a chimney. We ascended about 150 feet and carved our names. We ascended about 150 feet and carved our names. There are thousands of names cut here which will attract the attention of a man that loves to reflect and study human nature. You will see names cut as high as any man could ascend. You would think he leave his name and date above all others when probably there comes another more ambitious than he and ascends by cutting a little higher and leaves his name above all others.

Saturday XXIII Started early. Sandy roads. No timber. The soil here would not produce well. We are still ascending Platte River. We are in sight of Scotts bluffs. This can be seen 25 miles. The road passes through these bluffs near level a natural cut through them. I ascended to the top on the right side of the road, and registered my name. No man was ever higher on these bluffs and my name is above all others. Had some difficulty in descending.

Sunday XXIV Rolled out early. Very good roads. No timber and very good grass. Passed a couple of
Countless gold seekers left their families and headed west to find fortune—or at least relief from poverty and debt. According to historian Malcolm Rohrbough, those most successful in California were not the 49ers who sought gold, but the entrepreneurs who profited from the 49ers.

trading posts and camped near an Indian village (Sioux) who are very peaceable but great beggars. They have a great small dogs that resemble wolves more than dogs. We were amused at some little Indian boys that came into camp with their bows and arrows to shoot for crackers. Stick up a cracker at 15 steps and they will shoot at it until they strike it when they will take it but never offer to take them until struck. We are still passing a great many ox trains and occasionally a horse train. Wrote some letters for the States. We will probably reach Fort Larimie tomorrow or the next day. 25 miles.

Monday June 1st... The river is deep and rapid here and there is a ferry here owned by some men from Illinois. They charge 8 dollars pr wagon and 50 cents pr horse, the same for a man. We now bid goodbye to Platte. We never wish to behold you again. We now strike into the Rocky Mountains.... Overlook some boys or men with hand carts California bound. There was 6 of them with 2 carts. Two would pull and the other would push. The majority of them were Irishmen. I forgot to say that we passed two men with wheel barrows. I asked them how they crossed the streams. They informed me that if they could not wade them conveniently they would wait for a train and hire a wagon to carry them over....

Wednesday III Did not start very early this morning. We drove to Sweet Water River, and dined near Independence Rock. This is one of the freaks of nature. It is a perfect rock granite. Covers an area of about 20 acres, and is about 200 feet in height. Myself and Ink ascended to the top of it. It is almost level on the top. There are thousands of names here. Some of them are dated 1842. Fremonts Party, I expect. I had no way of leaving my name here. The names on this rock are put on with black lead. .... [Later] my self and some of my comrades prepared some lead so that we could leave our names here. There are hundreds here already. I left mine when every traveler would see it not that I cared for the attraction, but I had friends behind and I wished them to know that I was still ahead. 20 miles this day....

Monday VIII... We witnessed some sport this evening. There was another train camped here having a race horse in Co. There was a frenchman had a small race horse that was hard to beat to use his expression. They made up a race and ran 400 yds for a wager of 200 dollars. The white man’s horse was a very large splendid horse and they seemed confident of winning as they bet 5 to one in some instances. The frenchman or Indians had a splendid little gray horse. An Indian boy rode the small horse and a white man rode the large horse. Well, they ran and the little horse beat 50 feet. ....

Tuesday XVI Started as early as usual. The roads are splendid. There is Alkali water along here.... There are about 50 frenchmen here. They have Indian wives and appear contented. There is a large village of Snake Indians here. They are horse racing. I have witnessed several races. 8 or 10 run at a time. They have splendid horses and hundreds. Some of the finest horses I have ever seen. Some of the boys are buying buckskin suits.... 14 dollars the pr. .... One of the boys Doc Humly traded horses with an Indian and gave him an accordion to boot. The Indian was well pleased with the accordion. Anthony Rogers Fish and my self went into his lodge. He gave the accordion to Rogers to play lit his pipe and smoked awhile then handed it to the next Indian who did the same and so it passed all around. I thought it would...
come my turn soon so I left the boys stayed and smoked the pipe with them. We met a great many returning Californians. They gave us no flattering news worth recording. 30 miles. . . .

Thursday XVIII . . . We are camped on Muddy Willow Creek. Just above us is camped an oxtrain. After turning our stock out to graze, I went down in the willows with a fish line thinking I could catch some fish, when I accidentally met a man whose countenance appeared familiar. I studied some time but could not think who it was [or] where I had seen him. I told him at length that I knew him, but had forgotten his name. He said he did not know me but his name was George Latchan. I then gave him mine and we were soon interested conversing on times and scenes long past by. We had been boys together and years had flown since we had met. The last time I had saw him he was en route to Iowa. He had married since I had seen him and was now a goldhunter. We spent an hour very agreeably for it is seldom an emigrant meets an old acquaintance on the plains. When I returned Fish told me there was a man in a train just below us that knew me. I asked him where he hailed from. He said he did not know, but that he was a lame man. . . . I found it to be Jeremiah Wood from the same neighborhood of my self. He had his knee put out of place wrestling but was getting well. . . .

Tuesday XXIII . . . Met some packers from California that stated that the Indians had attacked them the night before and stolen a lot of their mules. However we were inclined not to believe it as they told different tales. . . .

Wednesday July 1st . . . A great many of our company are sick. . . . I [went] with some half-dozen others into the river to bathe when it was proposed that we should exhibit our swimming propensities by trying who would swim nearest a strait line across the river. The current was rapid and it required a great exertion. I exerted myself too much and it was with difficulty that I dressed myself. I was very sick. The boys made a bed in the wagon and I rode tolerably well. 30 miles. . . .

Thursday IX Held a Council last night to consider the propriety of stopping with our sick. After a lengthy discussion it was left to a vote, which was given in this way or taken at least. Whether we stop with our sick until they die or recover, or should we pursue our journey and get off this terrible river as soon as possible. It was a hard and sad question. On the one side was the pitiful sight of a man that was suffering the bitter pangs of death. He had but a few hours or days at most to live. . . . Was mutely pleading for a few hours rest until the weary spirit might wing its flight. And on the other side was sickness and probably death staring us in the face. The longer we stayed the worse it would be for us. We could not save the lives of those that were sick by stopping and those that were not too far gone probably might recover when we reached good water. The vote was taken and we are to pursue our journey. We rolled out very early this morning. Poor John Lolas is very bad, but his sufferings will soon be oer. We traveled until noon when humanity again triumphed and we are to stop this afternoon. At 4 o'clock, poor John ceased to be numbered with the living. Death the king of terrors now reigns in our midst. . . .

Saturday XI . . . The musquitoes were very bad last night. Ink and myself staked the tent down close and threw earth around it so that we thought they could not get inside. We then burnt some rosin to drive out what were already inside. We then retired carefully pinning the entrance. Rolled up in our blankets head and ears very warm. . . . but there was no alternative as there was some of the musical family in with us already. I stood it or bore it for some two hours when I concluded to surrender. I could hear the boys swearing outside. I tied my handkerchief around my ears and vacated the tent. The boys were all up fighting musquitoes. We had surrendered our tents and beds. It appeared they were waging a war of extermination. We could hear the guard swearing and they were a quarter a mile off. They bothered us until 9 o'clock today. . . .

Sunday XII . . . The water is miserable here quite salty. Some of the boys waded out in the lake and filled their canteens but it was all the same. Julia and myself filled a canteen adding some lemon acid and sugar which made quite a pleasant drink. . . . I thought I would keep an account of the dead stock that I could see on the desert, but I soon gave up the idea. I kept an account until sunset when I discovered that it was useless. I counted 270 and the further we proceed, the more dead stock we seen. . . . The road is excellent. The dead stock makes it somewhat troublesome as we have to drive around and through them,}

---

**On the other side was sickness and probably death staring us in the face.**
the night being dark until the moon arose. I could see where some of our fellow travelers who have gone this road before us were in possession of the Emigrants requisite Mirth of Cheerfulness. I notice where they have been playing their pranks by tying dead horses tails together, log chains about their necks &c. We stopped and fed about 10 oclock. Built a fire by cutting up a wagon wheel (an excellent wagon). . . .

Tuesday XIV . . . Probably we shall reach Carson Valley tomorrow. I counted 81 wagon tyres where we camped last night and I do not expect I saw the half of them at Ragtown. When we first struck Carson River, I think I saw a thousand . . . .

Thursday XVI . . . Rolled out by times and by 12 oclock, we reached the ravine or canon (pronounced kanyon) where there are some 50 miners digging gold. They are a hard set of customers and if I must express myself I would suppose they were not making much although they advised us to stop for we could do better than we could in California. They stated that they were averaging 8 dollars pr day. They have a railway to carry the dirt to the river to wash it. They have a grog shop here boarding house &c. We are camped in Carson Valley and have excellent grass and water. Met a relief train from California loaded with provisions. They enquired if we had provisions enough to last us through. On being told we had they started on when some of the boys that had no great variety wished to buy they would not sell a pound as it was sent by Governor Bigler to supply those emigrants that were out of provisions and money. They would neither give or sell to those that had plenty . . . .

Saturday XVIII . . . We have slap jacks and bacon for breakfast. Bacon and slap jacks for dinner and for supper we have the same that we had for breakfast. Slap jacks and bacon. Some of the boys begin to talk of scurvy. In fact, I hear of considerable in other trains. O how we yearn for something fresh . . . .

Tuesday XXI . . . We are in company with a train from Peoria Ill. They have splendid teams all large fine mules. We are in the lead and oh shocking such roads. We are now ascending the second summit and have to pass over a great quantity of snow almost perpendicular. The horses sinking almost up to their bodies in the snow. I had the good fortune to upset the wagon that I was driving turned bottom side up and broke all the bow. However we turned it back and threw in our goods and started minus wagon cover. Whilst I was reloading, all the teams passed me, but I passed several of them in return . . . .

Thursday XXIII Drove our horses to camp about sunup. I discover there are a good number of miners here . . . . They are the roughest lot of fellows I ever saw. They universally wear woolen shirts with pockets in front slouched hats and long flowing beards that have never been disturbed with combs or razors. I have taken a walk through the mining region and have gained an idea of mining . . . .

Friday XXIV All up by times and anxious to reach Hangtown a change of diet &c. We have lived so long on slap jacks and bacon that the sight of them almost sickens me but very little breakfast eat this morning. Rolled out by sunup. Roads excellent and about 10 oclock we hove in sight of Ringold, which is a small town situated in a ravine. Some 400 inhabitants I hear. I see a great many mining along the ravine. I see a great many Chinese or Chinamen mining. They are odd looking people. They are of a dark swarthy com-plexion small in stature universally drest in blue with large bamboo or wooden hats with broad rims. Some of them are as wide as a small sized umbrella. A blue shirt open before and pants . . . . and shoes made of cloth with cork soles an inch thick . . . .

We came in sight of the long talked of or wished for Hangtown. This as the others is situated in a ravine. It is quite a town some 6000 inhabitants. Placerville is the proper name, but it is universally called Hangtown. I must acknowledge that I felt as if we were drawing the attention and remarks of all the people in the streets which were crowded with well dressed men. They all appeared to notice us. We were ragged and dirty and as a Californian would say about strapped and no friends. However we marched boldly along until we came to the Eldorado, a large neat looking frame house. We called for dinner, and in the course of an hour, we were served with an excellent dinner to which we did ample justice. Here was vegetables of almost all kinds. It appeared to be the best meal I ever eat. After dinner I took a stroll about the town. It appears that every house in the place is a grog shop. I visited the Post Office and received a letter from home. 

Transcript of complete diary in the Richard A. Keen Papers, State Historical Society of Iowa (Iowa City).
As emigration expanded during the century, the American Indian nations that witnessed covered wagons crossing their hunting territories found their shrinking numbers restricted to reservations and their people dependent on government annuities. David Barry photographed this census-taking late in the century at Standing Rock Reservation in North Dakota.

In the Wake of the Western Trails

The story of the western trails did not end in the 1870s—nor did the impact of the trails on western lands and peoples. U.S. government treaties shifted American Indian nations from their wide-ranging hunting grounds to reservations. Homesteaders developed local transportation routes to connect their new communities. Railroads, eager to recapture investments, brought first emigrants and then tourists to the West.

By the 20th century and the Age of the Automobile, traveling across the West became a matter of finding service stations, photographing majestic scenery, writing postcards, and visiting those distant cousins whose parents had emigrated west 50 years earlier.

And what of the five diarists with whom we journeyed west in this issue? Kitturah Belknap, who had spent so many winter nights in Van Buren County sewing for the trip, ended her diary with the good news that the party was only a half-day from Fort Hall, Idaho.

Nevertheless, pregnant with another child and worried about her son Jessie, who was sick with mountain fever, she wrote: "It's morning. I have been awake all night watching with the little boy. He seems a little better; has dropped off to sleep. The sun is just rising and it shows a lot of the dirtiest humanity ever was seen since the creation. We just stop for an hour and eat a bite and let the teams breathe again. We divide the water with the oxen. George has sat on his seat on the front of the wagon all night and I have held the little boy on my lap on a pillow and tended him as best I could. I thot in the night we would have to leave him here and I thot if we did I would likely to stay with him but as the daylight came, we seemed to get fresh courage."

Eventually, Kitturah Belknap and her husband, George, ranched and farmed in Oregon. Five more children were born to them; two died of typhoid. Kitturah died in 1913, at age 93.

Iowan James Cowden, who had been so "anxious to get to the land of gold," finally reached California on October 12, 1853—six months and five days after he had left Keosauqua. On January 1, 1854, he reflected in his diary again: "After spending a few months here I will add a few words to my daily
An overland trip to California or Oregon is not difficult or dangerous. I really enjoyed it and could spend several years very pleasantly traveling through the hills and mountains of this western country. Its wild scenery is very interesting to me, and I do not see how any person can help enjoying it. But a person that has a team of 4 or 5 pairs of oxen to drive every day will have but little time or inclination for romancing.

"From Fort Laramie to the Nevada Mountains, a distance of twelve or fourteen hundred miles, wild sage constitutes three fourths of the vegetation to be seen," he wrote. "I would give more for one county in Iowa than for all of it, except perhaps the Salt Lake Valley. Can't see any use for so much desert country, for certainly it is good for nothing only to hold the rest of Creation together."

"While on the road to California, the men would sometimes get to talking about a railroad across the plains to San Francisco, and all thought it would be a good thing, though few think it will be built during our day. One man expressed the opinion that one would be built within twenty-five years or thirty years if California continued to turn out gold as freely as at present, but most thought it more likely to be fifty or one hundred years before any road would be built.

"But take the whole country; it seems to me to be of little account except for the gold it contains. No doubt there is untold millions of gold hid away in the mountains and creeks, but it takes hard work to get it out, and mining is a Lottery business at best, with many blanks for one prize. I have seen men here that came in 49 and are not worth anything now, while others come and only stay a few months and are lucky enough to make a few thousand and return to their old home, well satisfied.

"... My first claim is on Long Gulch," Cowden continued, "and cost me two hundred dollars, but as yet have not made anything out of it, but hope I will when we get water enough to work to good advantage. I do not regret coming to California, although I have not made anything yet. It is a very healthy country, and to me is a very pleasant place to live, and if a few others were here would spend the rest of my life here or some other part of the Pacific Coast."

We have no record of where James Cowden spent the rest of his life.

Eliza Ann McAuley, the 17-year-old who had tamed a young antelope and learned Indian words on the trail, settled in California. Two years later in Sacramento she married Robert Seely Egbert, a 49er from Indiana. Later they owned a large ranch in Solano County.

Albert Paschal, who had been so impressed with immense herds of buffalo, mined for gold until late 1853, when he returned to Columbus City, Iowa. There he married Mary G. Getts in 1854. They lived in various spots in Iowa; he died in 1900.

Richard Keen, who had scaled trail landmarks to leave his name "above all others," wandered in California for some time. After stints ranching, mining, and milling, and wishing he "had never heard of California," he took a ship from San Francisco, to Panama, to New York—and then home to Iowa.

—The Editor
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One in a Million

Among the millions of items in the collections of the State Historical Society of Iowa is this 1920s trade catalog advertising camping equipment and "Portable Buildings of All Kinds." Paul and W.H. Monroe operated the Close-To-Nature Company in Colfax, Iowa.

Increasingly, families were driving west to explore scenic beauty—and in considerably more comfort than 19th-century emigrants had known. The affordability of the automobile and the access to leisure time made Americans more mobile and helped fuel an interest in camping.

For tourists making roadside camps, Monroe's "Pullmanette" (a tent with ample sleeping quarters and an awning connecting to the family auto) was one of the hallmarks of the era. It was heralded as "the latest and we believe best thing yet devised for the tourist."

Emigrants would have appreciated the catalog's "Pathfinder Map Holder," which attached to the windshield and pulled down like a window shade.

Many of the catalog items highlight the importance of the car for independence, mobility, and convenience. The "Kamper's Kupboard and Kitchenette" promised pleasant meal preparation. This compact, fold-out unit clamped onto the back of a vehicle and came equipped with cooking paraphernalia and a spare tire.

Like the Kitchenette, the catalog's "Natural Cooler for Use in Wells, Cisterns, and Holes in the Ground" guaranteed ease of use and quick installation.

Much of the catalog features "Canvas Houses" suitable for camping in the West, escaping summer heat at home, and even treating tuberculosis patients by exposing them to fresh air. "Open air sleeping is not a fad," the trade catalog explains, "but is founded on common sense, hygienic laws and universal medical advice."

Trade catalogs like this one reveal what Iowans produced and purchased during the early years of automobiles and tourism.

--Tracy Schoenle
Editorial Intern
State Historical Society of Iowa